Future-proof your business
processes with automation
Accelerate your cloud adoption journey
with Zensar’s SAP Solutions

Brochure

SAP holds the keys to the future
End-user spending on cloud services projected to grow 21.7% in 2022, with rapid global expansion
of cloud adoption, according to Gartner. SAP as a leading Enterprise Resource Planning software
plays a pivotal role in integrating cutting-edge technologies of tomorrow across business functions
in the organizational value chain, becoming a preferred platform for accelerated digital
transformation and cloud adoption. Irrespective of the size and scale of your operations, SAP
solutions provide you with a robust, flexible and affordable transformation opportunities to scale
your business onto the cloud.

Leverage the Zensar advantage
Digital transformation, as we see it today, is not just about technology. It’s about identifying
opportunities to address human needs through state-of-the-art design and innovation. To thrive in
the modern marketplace, enterprises must evolve from doing digital to being digital, characterized
by disruptive capabilities and a digital mindset that deliberately shapes every aspect of the
business.
Integrating SAP solution offerings with our unique development and support ecosystem,
we are bundling what companies need to holistically transform businesses for faster
time-to-value, regardless of where they are in their digital transformation journey.
Whether you are using a legacy ERP system or SAP on-premises ERP system, or wanting
to migrate to SAP S/4HANA Cloud to make your enterprise future-ready, Zensar’s
diversified SAP portfolio solutions can be customized to meet your needs, giving you a
single-pane view into your organization’s operational matrix.
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Accelerate, Cloudify, Sustain,
and Manage your enterprise
applications with Zensar

Consulting & Advisory Services
From business process analysis & simplification
to technical application rationalization, cloud
migration and implementation to managed
services, our Consulting and Advisory Services
can be tailored to a broad spectrum of business
and technology use cases.

SAP on Cloud
Access, Build, Migrate/Transform, Govern and
Manage your cloud adoption journey with
Zensar’s 4-stage cloud adoption framework and
unleash the true potential of the cloud.

Accelerating Enterprise
Our focus on S/4HANA Greenfield
implementation, including Global template and
rollouts and Brownfield S/4HANA conversions
ensure you jump-start implementation of your
Zensar SAP certified Solution, synthesizing SAP
Best practices with Zensar’s industry
experience. We facilitate high velocity global
rollouts using our rollout toolkits, while an
Industrialized ADM factory setup helps drive

Sustain (NextGen Managed AM Services)
This service integrates Continuous
Improvement with industrialization augmented
by
real-time
dashboards,
Sustainability
Management Solutions and DevOps and
Innovation. It provides our clients with the right
platform to continuously improve their business
processes and technology landscape, add
value, save costs through automation, and drive
a culture of innovation that provides the
required agility and velocity to meet changing
technology and business requirements.

S/4HANA conversions smoothly.
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Unlocking the value of
SAP products
SAP S/4HANA
SAP S/4HANA is a complete ERP system with built-in intelligent technologies, including
AI, ML and advanced analytics. Engage with our SAP digital transformation team today
to understand the best approach for you and choose among Greenfield, Brownfield,
Cloud or Hybrid solutions. Our team can help you chart a complete roadmap including
design, implementation, and value realization with our AMS services.
SAP IBP
SAP Integrated Business Planning (IBP) is SAP’s cloud-based solution for supply chain
planning that helps improves efficiency and collaboration for your supply chain. With
SAP IBP, Zensar can help you manage multiple end-to-end processes in real-time,
building agility into your supply chain, enabling you to adapt to changing market
conditions. Combined with predictive analytics, the solution can effectively simulate
the effects of customer demand on your cost, capacity and profitability.
SAP C/4HANA
SAP C/4HANA delivers a comprehensive suite of solutions to support all front-office
functions, including customer data protection, marketing, commerce, sales and
customer service. Zensar offers any combination of these five cloud solutions based on
your business needs in one integrated portfolio to deliver a unified, yet modular, suite
of solutions. With SAP’s C/4HANA suite of solutions, you can drive high customer
lifetime value in an unrivalled manner.
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SAP SuccessFactors
SAP SuccessFactors catalyzes transactional HCM processes to next-generation
experiential Human Experience Management (HXM) that helps put employees first.
Zensar can leverage the SuccessFactors HXM suite to provide a cloud-based friendly
experience that conveys the care and priority you have for your workforce.
SAP Business Technology Platform
SAP Business Technology Platform (SAP BTP) brings together various aspects of
enterprise applications along with their database and data management, analytics,
integration and extension capabilities into one platform for both cloud and hybrid
environments. SAP BTP can be deployed in any cloud environment, providing the
flexibility and choice that enables you to compete and win with agility and speed.
Zensar helps establish an effective platform with SAP BTP that allows clients to focus on
business and customers while the platform takes care of the technology.
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Jumpstart into the future
with RISE with SAP
Zensar is an authorized reseller of RISE with SAP. Our diversified SAP portfolio comprises multiple
products including S/4HANA and the surrounding ecosystem of cloud-native products such as
Ariba, IBP, SuccessFactors, etc. SAP continues to be one of the dominant players in terms of market
position and appetite. What’s more, over 80% of SAP customers are SMEs, making SAP a preferred
platform among small growing enterprises.
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Why Zensar
Experienced Team
• 21+ years of SAP experience
• Averagte team experience of 13+ years
Technical Expertise
• SAP Certified Associates
• PCOE Certification & Partner Ecosystem
Best Practices approach
• Knowledge of Industry & SAP Best Practices
• Experienced Service and Project Delivery
Collaborative Partner
• We take ownership and partner with you
• Provide Guidance to capitalize on new
developments and Minimize Risk
Continuous Improvement & Innovation
• Industrialized Approach leading to
Productivity gains

How we can help your organization
• Redesign and automate your business
processes
• Reduce internal complexity
• Enable you to seamlessly adopt new business
models with agility & stay ahead of the
competition
• Implement an integrated system to scale and
support new business development ideas
• Enable complex hybrid revenue sourcing
models
• Make data-driven decisions in real-time with
comprehensive visibility into business drivers
& key metrics
• Enable culture and mindset progression in
your enterprise

• Drive Innovation Culture
Tools, Processes and Value Adds
• Bouquet of tools, frameworks and methods to
help harvest benefit of years of industry and
SAP experience
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Success Story
Client
A leading pharma research company headquartered in the U.S
Objectives

The Zensar Advantage

• To roll out existing SAP ECC solution in USA,
Canada and Israel with localization
requirements, with standardization and
optimization of business processes across
offices.
• The client sought to ensure system and
process validation adherence to pharma
best practices, maximizing returns on
operation and maintenance investments.

• Unified SAP system driven business process
solution driving innovative solutions for
improved processes and design.
• Increased operational efficiency, accuracy
and speed on the shop-floor.
• Reduced risk and increased productivity
through Zensar’s proprietary automated
tools and processes.
• Optimized Overall Equipment Effectiveness
(OEE) by the integration of the OPC server
(software program to convert
communication with the machines).

Solution
• Zensar replaced existing legacy and
standalone applications with synchronous
bi-directional integration of the required
third-party systems with SAP.
• Integrated machines with OPC server for
automated production data collation using
RF devices for all processes and WIP
warehouse.
• Customized manufacturing and dispensing
cockpit with intuitive screens minimized all
manual activities.
• Seamless integration with various modules
specially costing for labor time and
manufacturing costs from Salesforce.
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Zensar for all your SAP needs
SAP is no longer just a technology, and software applications are no longer seen as simple process
support but are an integral part of the business. For many medium-sized and large organizations,
SAP is an application that impacts critical business processes. Make the right choices for your SAP
environment now and in the future to ensure it adds value to your business, making digitalization a
reality.
Is your current SAP landscape flexible and future-proof? Talk to us today to understand how you can
derive the best from your SAP investments.
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We conceptualize, build, and manage digital products through experience design, data
engineering, and advanced analytics for over 130 leading companies. Our solutions
leverage industry-leading platforms to help our clients be competitive, agile, and
disruptive while moving with velocity through change and opportunity.
With headquarters in Pune, India, our 10,000+ associates work across 33 locations,
including San Jose, Seattle, Princeton, Cape Town, London, Singapore, and Mexico City.
For more information please contact: velocity@zensar.com | www.zensar.com

